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ABSTRACT

Real-time fusion of Magnetic Resonance (MR) and Trans Rectal Ultra Sound (TRUS) images aid in the local-
ization of malignant tissues in TRUS guided prostate biopsy. Registration performed on segmented contours of
the prostate reduces computational complexity and improves the multimodal registration accuracy. However,
accurate and computationally efficient 3D segmentation of the prostate in MR images could be a challenging
task due to inter-patient shape and intensity variability of the prostate gland. In this work, we propose to
use multiple statistical shape and appearance models to segment the prostate in 2D and a global registration
framework to impose shape restriction in 3D. Multiple mean parametric models of the shape and appearance
corresponding to the apex, central and base regions of the prostate gland are derived from principal component
analysis (PCA) of prior shape and intensity information of the prostate from the training data. The estimated
parameters are then modified with the prior knowledge of the optimization space to achieve segmentation in 2D.
The 2D segmented slices are then rigidly registered with the average 3D model produced by affine registration
of the ground truth of the training datasets to minimize pose variations and impose 3D shape restriction. The
proposed method achieves a mean Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) value of 0.88±0.11, and mean Hausdorff
distance (HD) of 3.38±2.81 mm when validated with 15 prostate volumes of a public dataset in leave-one-out
validation framework. The results achieved are better compared to some of the works in the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer is one of the most commonly diagnosed cancer in North America accounting for over 33,000
estimated deaths in 2011.1 In TRUS guided needle biopsy, localization of malignant tissues is difficult due to
the low soft tissue contrast. The localization of malignant tissues could be improved by real-time registration
of the 2D TRUS video sequence with 3D pre-acquired MRI during TRUS guided biopsy.2 Segmentation of the
prostate in TRUS and MRI aids in designing computationally efficient and accurate registration procedures3

necessary for such a procedure. However, computer aided prostate segmentation in MR images is a challenging
task due to inter-patient shape and size variability of the prostate. Also, the intensity inside the prostate gland
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is heterogeneous and may vary depending on the MRI acquisition parameters and use of surface or endo-rectal
coil. Considerable shape and intensity variability inhibits the design of a global model for the prostate.

To address the challenges of prostate segmentation in MR images Tsai et al.4 proposed to use prior prostate
shape and intensity information in a levelset framework for 3D segmentation of the prostate. Shape space
was considered to be Gaussian and region based intensity information was minimized with respect to the pose
parameters to achieve segmentation. Similarly, Gao et al.5 used particle filters to register clouds of points
created from prostate volumes to a common reference to minimize the difference in pose to determine shape
prior information. Shape priors and local image statistics were incorporated in an energy function that was
minimized to achieve prostate segmentation in a level set framework. In recent years atlas based segmentation
of the prostate has become popular.6,7 Klein et al.6 used B-spline based non rigid registration to build prostate
atlas from the training images and used the registration framework to segment prostate. Martin et al.7 used
a hybrid framework of atlas and deformable model built from prior prostate shape information to segment the
prostate in 3D. More recently Martin et al.8 have used probabilistic atlas and a deformable model to segment
the prostate.

It has been demonstrated by Tsai et al.,9 Martin et al.7 and Gao et al.5 that incorporating shape and
intensity prior information in prostate segmentation methods improve the segmentation accuracy. Cootes et
al.10 provided an efficient framework for combining shape and intensity prior in their Active Appearance Model
(AAM). To address the challenges involved with prostate segmentation in 3D MR images, we propose a novel
hybrid framework based on using 2D multiple statistical shape and appearance models and a 3D registration
framework. The objective of multiple 2D statistical shape and appearance model or AAM is to improve local 2D
slice segmentation accuracies for the apex, central and the base regions of the prostate. It is to be noted that,
prostate segmentation is a challenging task in the base and the apex slices due to low contrast of the prostate
in images. However, we build separate models for each of these zones that incorporate region-based and shape-
based information for each of these regions to learn the local variability, thereby, producing a more accurate
segmentation. 3D shape restriction is imposed by rigidly registering the obtained volume to a 3D average model
of the prostate. The performance of our method is validated with 15 prostate public datasets11 in a leave-one-out
validation framework. Experimental results show that our method achieves accurate prostate segmentation and
performs better compared to some of the works in the literature which use the same datasets.5,12,13 The key
contributions of this work are:

• Use of separate mean AAM for the base, central and the apex regions and use of multiple AAM for each
region to improve on segmentation accuracies.

• The hybrid schema of applying AAM for 2D segmentation and a global shape restriction with 3D rigid
registration.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Multiple AAM of the apex, central and the base region and the
3D registration framework is formulated in Section 2 followed by quantitative and qualitative evaluation of our
method in Section 3. We finally draw conclusion in Section 4.

2. METHOD

The proposed method illustrated in Fig. 1, is developed on two major components, (1) adaptation of traditional
AAM10 to produce multiple mean models of the apex, central and the base regions of the prostate and (2) use
of a global registration schema to impose 3D shape restriction. Traditional AAM is presented first, followed by
a comprehensive discussion about multiple AAM to segment the prostate. The global registration framework is
presented thereafter.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of our approach. The final segmentation is given in red contour and ground truth in
green.

2.1 Active Appearance Model

In traditional AAM, PCA of the point distribution models10 of the manually segmented contours aligned to
a common reference frame by generalized Procrustes analysis is used to identify the principal modes of shape
variations. PCA of intensity distributions warped into correspondence using a piece-wise affine warp and sampled
from shape free reference, is used to identify the principal components of intensity variations. The shape and
the intensity model may be formalized in the following manner. Let E {s} and E {t} represent the shape and
intensity models of AAM, where s and t are the shape and intensities of the corresponding training images, s and
t are the mean shape and mean intensity, φs and φt are the truncated eigenvector matrices of shape and intensity
respectively (obtained from 98% of the total variations to identify the primary components of the variations),
and θs and θt are the corresponding deformation parameters.

E {s} = s+ φsθs

E {t} = t+ φtθt (1)

The shape and intensity model are combined in a linear framework to give the combined model b as,

b =

[
Wθs
θt

]
=

[
WφT

s (E {s} − s)
φT
t (E {t} − t)

]
(2)

where W denotes a weight factor (determined as in AAM10) coupling the intensity and the shape space. A third

PCA of the combined model removes redundancy in the combined model giving ̂b as,

b̂ = V c (3)

where V is the matrix of eigenvectors and c the appearance parameters. Given a test image, the sum of
squared difference of the intensities between the test image and mean model is minimized with respect to the
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pose (translation, rotation and scaling) parameters. Prior knowledge of the optimization space is acquired by
perturbing the combined model and the pose parameter with some known values and recording the corresponding
changes in the intensities. A linear relationship between the known perturbation of the combined model (δc)
and know perturbation of the pose parameters (δp) and the residual intensity values (δt) (obtained from sum of
squared difference between the intensities of the perturbed mean model and the target image) are acquired in a
multivariate regression framework as,

δc = Rcδt, δp = Rpδt (4)

where Rc and Rp refer to the correlation coefficients. Given a new instance, equation (4) is used as update
parameters where residual intensity value (δt) is used to generate new pose parameters, new model parameters
and hence new intensity values. The process continues in an iterative manner until the differences with the target
image remains unchanged.

AAM assumes the shape space, the intensity space and hence the combined model space to be Gaussian.
However, inter-patient prostate shape and intensity may vary significantly. Moreover prostate shape and intensity
values varies across the base, the central and the apex regions of the prostate and under such circumstances
approximating with a single Gaussian mean AAM introduces segmentation inaccuracies. To address this problem
we propose to use multiple 2D AAM. The objective of multiple 2D AAM is to improve local 2D slice segmentation
accuracies for the apex, central and the base regions of the prostate. Prostate segmentation is a challenging task
in the base and the apex slices due to low contrast of the prostate in the images. Therefore, we build separate
models for the apex, central and the base regions that incorporate region-based and shape-based information for
each of these regions to learn the local variabilities.

The schema for building the multiple models for the apex, central and the base regions is as follows; initially
the prostate slices of the training volumes are divided into three distinct sections the apex, the central region
and the base. For dividing the prostate the number of slices of prostate (obtained from ground truth values) is
divided by 3, the resulting quotient is used to group the slices from the top and the bottom into apex and the
base groups and remaining slices of the central region are placed in one group. The objective of such grouping
is to produce different mean models for each of these regions that approximate each of these regions better and
improve segmentation accuracies.

Moreover for a given region (apex, central and base) multiple mean models are produced to better approximate
local variability of each of the region. The sum of squared differences of the intensities between a mean model
and the target image is recorded as fitting or registration error after the final segmentation with each of the mean
model of all regions (apex, central and base). The segmentation result of the mean model with least fitting error
is considered as the optimized segmentation for that particular image. The framework of building multiple mean
models for each of the region (apex, central, base) is as follows; the base region has 43 slices from 15 datasets.
Initially slice 1 is selected as the reference to register slices 3 to 43 to build the mean model and test it on slice
2 and record the fitting error (sum of squared distance of the intensity between the mean model and the test
image, slice 2). Likewise, with the fixed reference (slice 1) we build the second mean model by registering slice 2
and slices, 4-43 to test slice 3 and record the fitting error. The process is repeated for all the slices to generate
42 model fitting error with slice 1 as reference as shown in Fig. 2.

Consequently the reference dataset is changed from 2-43 to generate 43 model fitting error graphs (one
for each slice). We have analyzed the model fitting error values and corresponding segmentation accuracies
and have observed that less fitting error translates into higher segmentation accuracies (in terms of DSC, HD
etc). An empirical error value is determined from the 43 model fitting error graph (the red line ≥3000 in our
case) beyond which the segmentation accuracy is reduced. The reference slice that has fitting error less than this
empirical value with maximum number of slices is selected, grouped together (slice 1, 4, 14, 16, 20, 27, and 41) and
removed from further grouping. The process is repeated until all the slices are grouped. These groups of datasets
provide individual mean models (8 mean models in our case). However, increasing the number of mean models
(decreasing the fitting error threshold) improves segmentation accuracy with additional computational time.
Hence, the choice of optimum number of mean models depends on the segmentation accuracy and computational
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Figure 2. Mean models fitting errors with dataset 1 as reference.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 3. (a),(c), (e), (g), (i), (k), segmentation without multiple mean models, (b),(d), (f), (h), (j), (l), segmentation
with multiple mean models. The green contour gives the ground truth and the red contour gives the obtained result of
some of the base slices.

time requirement of the process. The effect of building multiple mean models could be observed in Fig. 3. In
Fig. 3 green contour gives the ground truth and the red contour shows the achieved segmentation. Fig. (a),(c),
(e), (g), (i), and (k) show segmentation achieved in some base slices prior to the use of multiple mean models.
Fig. (b),(d), (f), (h), (j), and (l) show segmentation achieved for the same slices with multiple mean models.

2.2 Average 3D Model

The process of construction of an average 3D model of the prostate begins with alignment of N manually
segmented training dataset to a common reference. One among N training labeled datasets is manually selected
by an expert and N−1 labeled datasets are registered to the reference dataset. Intensity based affine registration
of N − 1 datasets to the reference dataset is employed to create an average 3D model of the prostate. Effect
of intensity based affine registration on the overlap of the ground truth is illustrated in Fig. 4 and the average
model created in the process is illustrated in Fig. 5. Given a test patient dataset multiple AAM is employed to
achieve 2D slice by slice segmentation of the dataset. A 3D model of the labels is created from 2D segmented
slices of the test dataset. The average 3D model (Fig. 5) built from training images is re-sampled using cubic
interpolation to produce equal number of slices as the test dataset. The 3D model of the labels of the test dataset
is then translated to the center of gravity of the 3D average shape model and then rotated to minimize the pose
differences and impose 3D restrictions.

3. RESULTS

We have validated the accuracy and robustness of our approach with 15 MR public datasets with image resolution
of 256×256 from the MICCAI prostate challenge11 in leave-one-out evaluation strategy. During validation the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r)

(s) (t) (u) (v)

Figure 4. Illustration of effect of intensity based 3D affine registration. (a), (c), (e), (g), (i), (k), (m), (o), (q), (s), (u)
Shows overlapping slices of 14 datasets before registration and (b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (k), (n), (p), (r), (t), (v) shows
corresponding overlapping slices after registration to a common reference.

Figure 5. Average model created from the training datasets.

test dataset is removed and multiple mean models of the apex, central and the base regions are developed with
the remaining 14 datasets. An average 3D model is also built with the 14 datasets. The segmentation process is
initialized by clicking only on the center of a central slice of the test dataset. All the mean models of all sections
(apex, central and base) are applied to segment the slice. The segmentation result of the mean model producing
the least fitting error is selected. The center of gravity of the segmented mask is used to initialize segmentation
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Figure 6. Subset of segmentation results of 6 datasets. One axial slice from the apex, base and the central regions are
displayed. First column shows apex slices, second row shows slices from the central region and the third column shows
base slices and fourth column shows volume created from the ground truth and achieved segmentation. Green contour
shows the ground truth and red contour shows the achieved segmentation. The white volume is created from the ground
truth and red volume is created from achieved segmentation where number of slices varies from 8 to 14.

in slices above and below the central slice and the process is repeated until all the slices are segmented. Our
AAM optimization space is created that supports translation of ±5 pixels, rotation of ±10 degrees and scale
of ±5%. Such an optimization space is useful to compensate initialization error of the model away from the
prostate center either due to slice propagation or due to human error in initialization. Qualitative results of our
approach are presented in Fig. 6. We have used most of the popular prostate segmentation evaluation metrics
like DSC, 95%, HD, Mean Absolute Distance (MAD), Maximum Distance (MaxD), specificity, sensitivity, and
accuracy to evaluate our method. Quantitative results are given in Table 1.

To have an overall qualitative estimate of our performance we have compared our method with results
published in MICCAI prostate challenge 2009,1213 and with the work of Gao et al.5 in Table 1. We observe that
our method performs better than some of the works in literature. Observing Table 1 we can see that in general
our method performs well compared to,1213 and.5 The improved overlap (DSC) and contour (HD) accuracy may
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Table 1. Prostate segmentation quantitative results (secs = seconds, mins = minutes, vol. = volume, mm = millimeter,
pxs = pixels)

Method DSC HD MAD Specificity Sensitivity Accuracy Time

Merida et al.12 0.79 7.11 mm - - - - 60 mins/vol.
Dowling et al.13 0.73±0.11 - - - - - 60 mins/vol.
Gao et al.5 0.82±0.05 10.22±4.03 - - - - -

Our Method 0.88±0.11 3.38±2.81/
6.18±5.15
pxs

1.32±1.53 mm 0.87±0.08 0.996±0.006 0.98±0.07 43.22 secs/vol

be attributed to our schema of multiple Gaussian mean models and global registration framework. Also, offline
optimization framework of AAM significantly improves mean segmentation time. Our method was implemented
in Matlab 7 on an Intel Quad Core Q9550 processor of 2.83 Ghz processor speed and 8 GB RAM. The mean
segmentation time of the procedure is 43.21 seconds.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

A novel approach based on multiple Gaussian statistical models of shape and appearance has been proposed with
the goal of segmenting a 3D prostate in MR images. Our approach produces accurate segmentation in presence
of large scale shape and intensity variations. However, the method has to be validated with larger number of
datasets. The proposed method could be improved further by improving on the initialization schema for the
multiple AAM. Use of probabilistic atlas to obtain an initial segmentation for initialization and propagation of
our multiple AAM would improve the results further.
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